
PRICELIST OF RECHARGING SERVICES
Valid from 01.08.2018

Prices of multiple recharging services in GreenWay network (1)

Applies to clients who have completed registration in order to use the service for indefinite period of time.

Prices in PLN, including VAT
The terms used in the Price List should be understood in accordance with the GreenWay terms and conditions of servces.

DC recharging - nominal power

Rate for KWh

Rate for minutes

When DC charging, the minute-based part of the price begins to apply after

DC recharging - power reduced to 40 kW (2)

Rate for KWh

Rate for minutes

When DC charging, the minute-based part of the price begins to apply after

1,89 PLN

0,40 PLN

45 minutes

1,70 PLN

0,40 PLN

60 minutes

AC recharging

Rate for KWh

Rate for minutes

When AC charging, the minute-based part of the price begins to apply after

1,19 PLN

0,40 PLN

180 minutes

AC recharging

Rate for KWh

Rate for minutes

When AC charging, the minute-based part of the price begins to apply after

1,49 PLN

0,40 PLN

180 minutes

Price per minute of recharging services

DC recharging 50 kW

DC recharging 22 kW 

AC recharging 43 kW 

AC recharging 11-22 kW 

AC recharging <11 kW 

2,70 PLN

1,10 PLN

2,70 PLN

1,10 PLN

0,30 PLN

0,00 PLN

25,00 PLN

10,00 PLN

400,00 PLN

DC recharging - nominal power

Rate for KWh

Rate for minutes

When DC charging, the minute-based part of the price begins to apply after

2,29 PLN

0,40 PLN

45 minutes

DC recharging - power reduced to 40 kW (2)

Rate for KWh

Rate for minutes

When DC charging, the minute-based part of the price begins to apply after

2,06 PLN

0,40 PLN

60 minutes

Prices of one-time recharging services in GreenWay network  (1)

Applies to clients using recharging service once.

Prices of roaming recharging services (3) (4)

Applies to recharging services at stations operated by GreenWay's roaming partners.

Other fees
Registration fee, including issuing of the first RFID card for the driver (5)

Issuing of the new RFID card (if card is lost or damaged) or additional RFID card for the driver (5)

Recharging initiated by GreenWay operator at the request of the driver 

(without using his RFID card or access to his account in the IT Platform) (5)

Additional fee for damage of the infrastructure constituting the GreenWay network 

or violations listed in the proper terms and conditions of services (6)
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(1) The price of the recharging service shall be calculated as sum of (i) price portion based on kWh rate and (ii) price portion based on minute rate. 
Details of the price becalculated as the sum of electric energy measurement, are defined in the terms and conditions of services. 

(2) For chargers for which the maximum DC charge power has been reduced to 40 kW.
(3) In case of charging at the charging stations of the GreenWay group in the Slovak Republic (the operator - GreenWay Infrastructure s.r.o.), prices for the multiple recharging services shall apply.
(4) The service is available to clients who have completed full registration in order to use the service for an indefinite period. The power is defined by the maximum power of the given charger.
(5) Applies to clients who have completed registration in order to use the service for indefinite period of time of time.
(6) Applies to all clients regardless of the recharging option they have chosen. VAT for additional fee doesn't apply.


